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Motivation…

…. the use [or abuse?] of AdS in AdS/CFT…

Stability of AdS?

Stability of BHs in asympt AdS?

Do we know all QNMs for stationary BHs in AdS? 

• Are these a basis?

Linearization stability? 



Motivation…

…. the use [or abuse?] of AdS in AdS/CFT…

Stability of AdS?  [No, but with islands of stability]

Stability of BHs in asympt AdS? [don’t know…]

QNMs for stationary BHs in AdS [not all cases]

Are these a basis? [No]

Linearization stability? [No]



‘Turbulence’

(strong) Gravity: ie. nonlinear mediated/driven 

phenomena: [energy freqn transfer].

• What is the behavior of perturbations in pure AdS?  

[Anderson,Dafermos,Holzegel,Bizon-Rostorowski, plus 

all the AdS/CFT baggage (e.g. strongly interacting 

systems with (infinitely) large number of degrees of 

freedom in a finite volume would equilibrate)

• What is the behavior of perturbed black holes in AdS? 

Surprises in gravity from hydrodynamics? [Van 

Raamsdonk, Eling-Oz]; [Holzegel,Smulevici,Warnick]



• Related to question # 1.

• Does thermalization always take place?

• What is the mechanism towards thermalization?

• Does ‘turbulence’ play any role?

• What is the role of configurations carrying 

conserved global charges? (i.e. do conserved 

charges affect or even inhibit thermalization?)



What is the behavior of boson gas in  a box?
[Buchel,Liebling,LL ‘13]



What is behind this behavior?



another interpretation…



One special case: Boson stars in AdS

• A complex scalar field in AdS can support 

stationary configurations

• φ1+φ2=φ eiωt ,  A(t,x)=a(x)  ; δ(t,x) = d(x)

• Ees � ODEs determining stationary solns labeled 

by freqn  ωj (j labeling number of nodes of the 

radial wave function). With charge & mass 

constants



boson star decomposition (d=4)



Cases considered:



Bosons, and fake bosons



(Different width) B-R data evolution

• Larger width does not collapse 

[even larger does!]

• The window still exists in higher 

dimensions (but smaller). (AdS 

‘more unstable’ with d?)

• Explanation(s):  

• ‘Dispersion’ – ‘collapse’ 

competition

• There exists time periodic solns, 

and data in this window is well 

represented by low modes of 

these [Maliborski-Rostworowski]



Where does this leave us?
• BH formation is not guaranteed, ‘islands of 

stability’[Dias,Horowitz,Marolf,Santos;Maliborski,Rostworowski]

• Large families of data that seem stable, or at least 

with a markedly different transition to the 

unstable regime [at least they by-pass weakly 

turbulent instability]

• Simple ‘gravitating’ argument isn’t quite correct?

– Why and how is ‘dispersion’ realized?

• AdS/CFT: Consequence for thermalization? 

– Who ordered this behavior?



(turbulent regime already!)



• AdS/CFT � gravity/fluid correspondence 
[Bhattacharya,Hubeny,Minwalla,Rangamani; VanRaamsdonk; 

Baier,Romatschke,Son,Starinets,Stephanov]



Enstrophy? Assume no viscosity

[Carrasco,LL,Myers,Reula,Singh 2012]



And in the bulk?

Let’s examine what happens for both Poincare 

patch & Global AdS

• numerical simulations 2+1 on flat (T2) or S2





Bulk & boundary
Vorticity plays a key role. It is encoded everywhere!

• (Adams-Chesler-Liu): Pontryagin density: Rabcd
*Rabcd ~w2

• (Eling-Oz):  Im(Ψ2) ~ T w

• (Green,Carrasco,LL): ):  Ψ1 ~ T3 w  ; Ψ3 ~ T w  ; Ψ4 ~ i w/T 

• Structure: (geon-like) gravitational wave ‘tornadoes’



Global AdS





QNMs & Hydro: tension?



Reynolds number: R ~ ρ/η v λ

• Monitor when the mode that 

is to decay at liner level turns 

around with velocity 

perturbation. (R ~ v) �

• Monitor proportionality 

factor  (R ~ λ) �

• Roughly R~ T L det(met_pert) 



Observations
• Turbulence should take place in AdS – (effect varying depending on 

growth rate), and do so throughout the bulk –all the way to the EH--

. Further, turbulence (in the inertial regime) is self-similar � fractal 

structure expected (see Chesler’s talk!)

• Inverse cascade carries over to relativistic hydro and so, gravity 

turbulence in 3+1 and 4+1 move in opposite directions

• Consequently 4+1 gravity equilibrates more rapidly (� direct 

cascade dissipation at viscous scales which does not take place in 

3+1 gravity)

• Can we say anything about possible Kerr instability?

• Also…warning for sims!, (the practically necessary) imposition of 

symmetries can eliminate relevant phenomena. 



Further observations/speculations
• QNMs are insufficient to understand relevant systems.

• 2+1 hydro. If it starts in regime of validity, stays in it. Solutions are 

well behaved throughout. Navier-Stokes contained in Relativistic 

case � well behaved solutions of NS. 

• 3+1 hydro. Can leave the domain of validity. However if Lv T ~ 

T(3d+1)/4 >> 1 it doesn’t. Establishing solutions stay well behaved �

NS have well behaved solutions. 

• Is gravity turbulent only in AdS cases? Key physical observation: 

AdS has very slowly decaying modes, the asymptotic behavior is 

determined by these.  However, purely decaying (shear) mode 

does exist in the AF case, it is the ``algebraically special’’, or RT 

mode’’. [Santos, Dias,Hartnet,Cardoso,LL]


